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How can design and new technology
strengthen production in all of
Denmark?
9. December 2015

I Dansk Design Center har vi i november
afholdt fire workshops med indbudte folk fra
hele landet, samt udvalgte foredragsholdere
fra ind- og udland. Disse eksperter bad vi
hjælpe os brainstorme over en række temaer
inden for DDC’s nye arbejdsfelt, Fremtidens
Fabrikation, som sætter fokus på Danmark som
produktionsland. Workshop #1 stillede
spørgsmålet: Kan design og nye teknologier
revitalisere produktion i hele Danmark,
herunder specielt områderne udenfor de store
byer?
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#FutureFab workshop by
Danish Design Centre,
exploring how to revitalize
rural areas through design and
new technology.

The workshop ran over the course of three hours and had
participation from 15 invited
entrepreneurs, business leaders, representatives from
public organisations, designers and experts within new
fabrication technologies. The program was initiated by
presentations by two of the participants; Hanne Juel, who
is the leader of the Circular Economy Team in Region
Midtjylland (Central Denmark Region) and Jonas Ørts
Holm, Business Project Lead from Væksthus Sjælland
(Sealand Regional Incubator). Their thoughts kicked off an
intense workshop flow with discussions, brainstorming and
idea development. The dialog not only went to the overall
topic of the day – can design and new technology
revitalize production in rural areas – but also a series of
derivative questions such as how design can and should be
used in this context, whether we can build strategically on
existing local resources (for instance by using
concepts from circular economy) and last, but not least,
where the potential of new fabrication technology exist in
a Danish context. That you can hear more about in the
video above. But why are these questions important?
Challenges in areas outside major cities
In recent centuries we’ve seen a major outsourcing of
production work from Denmark to foreign countries. This
has not only put pressure on the Danish job market but also
increasingly created the general understanding that we
should invest in production to a lesser degree because the
costs of manufacturing here are too high. Moreover, we are
also currently facing an intense urbanisation tendency,
where Danes – especially the younger generations – are
moving to the larger cities and thereby challenges not only
the overall capacity of these cities, but also the rest of the
country, which is losing its talent mass. This has created a
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large political focus on securing that business not only
flourishes in the major cities – but that we pursue growth in
all of Denmark.
A new manufacturing movement
At the same time, we are seeing a new tendency take
shape across the globe where Fablabs, maker- and
hackerspaces are emerging in thousands of cities, and are
creating frameworks for entrepreneurs and giving citizens
easy access to brand new technologies such as 3D-printers,
CNC-mills and laser cutters. These technologies are being
used to create new ideas, prototypes and increasingly also
products, which it was previously impossible to make
without making substantial investments in expensive
machinery. This movement is furthermore built on new
creative concepts such a strong do-it-yourself philosophy,
open source knowledge sharing and a whole new
approach towards the very idea of manufacturing, which
isn’t necessarily aiming towards setting up mass production
in distant countries, but instead to tailor products and
services as well as produce based on local skill sets and
materials – which can make sense from both an economic
and environmental perspective. This movement is called
“the Maker culture”.
New perspectives for the future
This has among other made us curious towards exploring
whether the maker culture and associated new
technologies and mindsets – coupled with strong design
methods – can play a decisive role in revitalising
production in all of Denmark as well as give entrepreneurs
and existing manufacturing companies some brand new
growth perspectives for the future. It is this topic that this
first workshop under the Future Fabrication banner was
focusing on, and which the participants were
examining and over the course of the three hours came up
with many important ideas for. You can see the mindmap
which covers the many thoughts that were put on paper
during the workshop.
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Publication

#1 Mindmap af Fremtiden Fabrikation
workshop

The workshop is not the end of our exploration – on the
contrary, it’s the kick-off. The goal of this workshop and the
other three workshops in this series is – in collaboration
with our networks – to develop a 3-year program, which
actively will strengthen Danish production companies’
opportunities for increased growth as well as ability to
create innovative products and solutions. We will now
commence with planning concrete Future Fabrication
activities for 2016 and beyond, and hereby invite all
readers of this blog post to get in touch and contribute to
our thought process. You can do this by contacting Julie
Hjort and Christian Villum
on jhj@ddc.dk and cvi@ddc.dk respectively, or through
dialogue on social media using the hashtag #FutureFab.
In coming blog posts we’ll report from workshop #2, #3
and #4, which took place in the same week. You can
furthermore read more about the background behind our
themes on the project page for Future Fabrication.
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